claims to a realistic past. Such merging of the past with the present along with the text's rampant generic disorder recalls Ram on Sald ıvar's notion of speculative realism, "a hybrid amalgam of realism, magical realism, meta-fiction, and genre fictions, including science fiction, graphic narrative, and fantasy proper" ("Second" 13). Sald ıvar recognizes the oxymoronic nature of this aesthetic mode, explaining, "what matters is that speculative realism is not merely a phantasmal depiction of deep ideological mystifications or misapprehensions of metaphysics. Instead, it works in a different direction than would a naïve sort of realism toward a critical realism that would posit the knowability of phenomena, even if we can't know the thing-in-itself" (14) .
The critical realism of Whitehead's speculative realism might be understood as the inescapability of white supremacy. There is nothing naïve in this understanding of reality; after all, the underground railroad imagined by him as a subterranean system of trains and stations spread across the antebellum South does not deposit Cora and her companions in the free North. Instead, conductors leave bewildered riders in other slave states, each unique and each firmly united in its commitment to the systematic dehumanization of African Americans. The construction and basic operation of Whitehead's underground railroad remains a mystery to readers. In Sald ıvar's terms, readers are not to know "the thing-initself" but instead confront "the knowability of phenomena." In this fantasy world, white domination and black abjection are inescapable. These twin pillars of American history cannot be dreamed away, remaining intact even as Whitehead's imagination runs wild. Sald ıvar further identifies speculative realism as foundational to what he calls "postrace fiction," contemporary texts by minority writers that involve an innovative approach to fantasy: "Postrace fiction employs these new forms of fantasy to reverse the usual course of fantasy, turning it away from latent forms of daydream, delusion, and denial, toward the manifold surface features of history" ("Historical" 594) . Fantasy becomes a vehicle to expose the truths of history rather than to indulge in its negation. This aesthetic mode clarifies the nature of Whitehead's fantastic but troubling narrative conceit.
Although Whitehead uses fantasy to elucidate history, there are significant limitations to this project, as his text blurs these two elements so intently that it can be difficult to differentiate racial violence from dramatic effect. While contemporary novels about slavery have used fantastical conceits to shed new light on the traumas and legacies of bondage, as in Octavia Butler's Kindred (1979) and Charles Johnson's Middle Passage (1990) , The Underground Railroad does not draw clear boundaries around the nature of its fantasy or its liberatory possibilities. Readers understand early on that time-traveling in Kindred will not save those born into the antebellum period. Whitehead, however, presents Cora as ever hopeful that one of the subterranean trains she boards will lead her to freedom.
Due in part to their commitment to historical realism, these earlier texts have often been included in the genre of the neo-slave narrative, novels that reimagine antebellum life through the perspective of the enslaved.
1 Arlene R. Keizer's more expansive grouping, "contemporary narratives of slavery," allows us to perceive some of the marked limitations of Whitehead's text. Citing Edouard Glissant, Keizer identifies this literary form as one "attempting to reclaim a 'true sense of [the] time and identity' of the black diasporic subject" (5) . The rampant anachronisms in The Underground Railroad trouble any sense of truth as related to time, but, more importantly, the novel fails to historicize its own conceit. Although Kindred depends on an inexplicable plot device in which Dana, a struggling twentieth-century writer, travels back and forth in time to the slave South, Butler's description of antebellum life is rooted in minute historical details. By contrast, Whitehead envisions a world where twentieth-century luxuries disconcertingly meet nineteenth-century political realities and key technological developments are entirely ignored. This mishmash makes for striking generic disorder but significantly curtails metaphorical extrapolation or symbolic meaning. The truth Keizer attributes to contemporary narratives of slavery is absent here not only because Whitehead fails to contextualize his literalized underground railroad but also because he betrays the very truths he asserts as critical to his vision of humanity.
In the most famous contemporary narrative of slavery, Toni Morrison's Beloved (1987) , the resurrection of a murdered baby, or perhaps only the mother's desire for her dead child, offers a rich metaphor for how past traumas haunt the present. The novel is a remarkable case study for the mechanism of traumathe absenting of self at the moment of violence, the intrusive memories, and the search for narrative coherence through a supportive listener. The governing conceit of Whitehead's novel does not lend itself to such deep psychological truths, even as his literalization is compelling and at times majestic. Whitehead has described the text as the fulfillment of his childhood fantasies, and no doubt countless others imagined a subterranean locomotive when they first heard of the Underground Railroad in grade school. However, unlike the ghostly Beloved, a grown woman with the instincts of a baby, Whitehead's underground railroad struggles to signify. Presumably built by slaves, the trains and tunnels might reflect that population's fundamental ingenuity and strength. However, the farreaching system requires a technological sophistication that no population, free or in bondage, could ever build in secret. Its very existence undermines its political import; no enslaved population would possess the freedom to construct such a complex network. Whitehead asks us to believe in a fantasy that contradicts the need to escape, for if the slaves had built this network, they simply would not need freedom.
One might argue, as Whitehead has suggested, that his underground railroad indulges in a form of magic realism that makes logic incidental.
2 However, the application of this aesthetic strategy here is severely misguided. Literary magic or magical realism originated with twentieth-century Latin American writers such as Jorge Luis Borges and Gabriel Garc ıa M arquez. In "What to Write Next," a 2009 essay I will discuss at further length later in this essay, Whitehead links magic realism to "dancing trees and talkative cows." Although the essay is satirical in tone, Whitehead is right to link magic realism with natural phenomena such as Garc ıa M arquez's old man with enormous wings or torrential rains that last for years. However, Whitehead's subterranean locomotive is in no way a natural occurrence. Readers are reminded throughout the book that it was made by human hands. Even though we are never made privy to the details of its construction, it is the result of significant vision and labor. To call it magic is to discount the reality of that labor and to take for granted, yet again, the black bodies that fueled the engine of America. One conclusion to draw from this critique is that, true to form, The Underground Railroad is simply not a contemporary narrative of slavery such as the similarly fantastical but historically realist Beloved or Kindred; it is, like all of Whitehead's work, a genre troublemaker. Much of this instability derives from Whitehead's approach to history. Where Butler draws implicit comparisons between Dana's contemporary world and that of her ancestors, Whitehead offers a more problematic if expansive vision of inequality and its evolution. By presenting diverse portraits of black subjection with anachronistic references, Whitehead demonstrates that chattel slavery is just one expression of white supremacy. However, even as Whitehead "reverse[s] the usual course of fantasy" (Sald ıvar, "Historical" 594) to expose certain features of history, I argue that this is not, as Sald ıvar anticipates, a redemptive history but rather one mired in the demands of the literary marketplace and an author uniquely attuned to what audiences are willing to bear. 3 Notions of truth and history are necessarily fraught terms in contemporary narratives of slavery. However, Whitehead betrays his own selfdefined conception of the psychological truth possible in depictions of slavery in order to conform to familiar expectations of narratives about enslavement. Even as it explodes generic categories, The Underground Railroad quaintly resolves its own genre trouble by offering a dangerously performative conception of history, an inexplicably moral protagonist, and a happy ending that panders to audience appetites involving tales of black suffering.
I contextualize The Underground Railroad against the slave narrative genre, a foundational form for contemporary narratives of slavery. Even as the text willfully plays with history, a letter from Whitehead's editor included in an advance copy of the book proves that it is inescapably caught in generic and long-standing social discourses. My reading of the letter highlights Whitehead's emphasis on performance rather than any stable rendering of history in the text, a sly literary strategy that ultimately undermines the truths he means to affirm. Like Beloved, The Underground Railroad is more concerned with truth than facts. However, L i unlike the truth of Morrison's psychological insights, Whitehead offers a muddled escapist narrative that, rather than confront historical suffering, teases readers with violence that his fantastic railroad neatly curtails. The result is a text mired in fantasy that does not reveal history so much as perform it to satisfy the generic expectations of readers. Although Whitehead hoped to escape the limitations of what he once derisively termed the "Southern Novel of Black Misery," he has fashioned a book true to form. This is the most predictable, and certainly the most generic, of his six novels and, perhaps for that reason, the most commercially successful.
Genre and Truth in The Underground Railroad
If one "is" a woman, that is surely not all one is; the term fails to be exhaustive, not because a pregendered "person" transcends the specific paraphernalia of its gender, but because gender is not always constituted coherently or consistently in different historical contexts, and because gender intersects with racial, class, ethnic, sexual, and regional modalities of discursively constituted identities. As a result, it becomes impossible to separate out "gender" from the political and cultural intersections in which it is invariably produced and maintained.
-Judith Butler (6) According to Judith Butler, we are simultaneously defined by and transcendent of our gender; we are both a product and a producer of our sexualized selves. This same paradox applies as well to genre. Detective fiction, science-fiction novels, harlequin romances, and bildungsromane all instantiate a series of codes that become naturalized to readers. The gumshoe solves the case. The boy gets the girl. The young artist finds her voice. When these expectations are undermined, or, in Whitehead's words, when the author wears drag, we must contend with the uncomfortable artificiality of literary narratives. Whitehead's work is especially concerned with exposing such artificiality, revealing that the assumptions we bring to literature are complicit in broader social discourses. Butler carefully notes in the above passage that gender performance is beholden to "racial, class, ethnic, sexual, and regional modalities of discursively constituted identities" (6) . Likewise, genre is inseparable from matters of race. African American authors continue to write "black novels" or "black plays" as if race is inextricable from various literary forms.
"discursively constituted identities" (J. Butler 6) The letter is addressed "Dear Reader" and describes Thomas's powerful response to reading the novel. He begins by noting that after being in the publishing business for nearly three decades, he has grown wary of "hype." However, Whitehead's "extraordinary" book left him "completely shattered." He continues: "I am not ashamed to say I wept at several points while reading it. And gasped, and cringed, and clenched my gut in those moments when Cora, our heroine, is in horrific peril." According to Thomas, such novels are the reason why "we" have chosen the difficult profession of publishing. He admits that his comments may read as hyperbolic but concludes that readers will surely share his response when they finish the book.
The letter appears to signify on the authenticating documents that routinely preceded antebellum slave narratives. Because white readers of the nineteenth century did not take black humanity or intelligence for granted, former slaves relied on letters or statements from nationally recognized and inevitably white figures to vouch for their character and the truthfulness of their accounts. These authenticating documents are a hallmark of the genre, introducing black authors through the core values of the nation. In his preface to Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass (1845), William Lloyd Garrison extols the "true manliness" (5) of Douglass and compares him to famed patriot and orator Patrick Henry. In a rhetorical move evident in many other prefatory documents, he also instructs his audience on how to read the narrative. Garrison effusively praises what he considers to be the "most thrilling" scene in the book, when Douglass laments his fate on the banks of the Chesapeake Bay and soliloquizes to the passing ships. He concludes: "Who can read that passage, and be insensible to its pathos and sublimity?" (7). Garrison constructs his readers as sympathetic observers who must be moved by Douglass's story and thus galvanized to support the ultimate aim of slave narratives: abolition.
Contemporary novels set in the antebellum period often reference slave narratives. Beloved was explicitly written to remedy the sanitized version of events writers such as Harriet Jacobs and Frederick Douglass produced for their white middle-class readership. In The Good Lord Bird (2013), James McBride retains Morrison's interest in reimagining historical events, although his irreverent portrait of Douglass challenges conventional conceptions of the influential writer and orator. Thus, on reading Thomas's letter for the first time, I assumed that Whitehead was also drawing on antebellum forms and figures. Given his penchant for biting satire, Whitehead was no doubt parodying an antiquated literary device. Like Garrison's preface, the letter that precedes The Underground Railroad also testifies to the power of a black man's rhetoric to elicit an overwhelming emotional response from a white reader. Although Thomas does not explicitly instruct readers to "weep," "gasp," "cringe" and "clench (their) gut," his admission of having done all these things affirms the visceral experience of his empathy. I thought of Garrison writing in his preface, "He who can peruse it without a tearful eye, a heaving breast, an afflicted spirit . . . must have a flinty heart, and be qualified to act the part of a trafficker 'in slaves and the souls of men'" (7) . If readers do not also cry and agonize over Cora's fate, are they somehow insensible or at least insensitive to Whitehead's fiction? Thomas, like Garrison, primes his audience for what is to come and affirms, if not the truthfulness of Whitehead's story (The Underground Railroad is, after all, a novel), its fundamental value.
To read Thomas's letter as an authenticating document to the narrative of slavery that follows is to be reminded of the racial dynamics that govern literary marketing and publishing. Thomas is a white man, Whitehead is a black man, and over a hundred and fifty years past the abolition of slavery, a white man is telling readers what kind of affective response to have to a story of black suffering and survival. Nineteenth-century slave narratives were aimed at white readers not only because there was a small population of literate African Americans in the antebellum period but primarily because only whites needed convincing that slavery should end. Most importantly, only whites had the political and social power to do anything about it.
The letter presents a neat opening to a book about antebellum slavery because, like the best novels about slavery, The Underground Railroad reminds us that the past is not so far past. Just as Beloved demands a reckoning with the dead, this novel pushes us to find traces of slavery's legacy in the modern era. Yet Whitehead, who by his own admission always refuses the expected move, not only appears to suggest continuities in the racial hierarchies still operative in American publishing but also overturns them. In my first reading of the letter, I seized on one of Thomas's closing sentences: "To bring novels like this into the world is the reason we all chose this maddening profession." With this sly reversal, Whitehead seems to make his novel the true authenticating document, for it is his text that authenticates Thomas. From this perspective, the novel is the reason for Thomas's whole career; it gives him purpose and value. Here the black man makes the white man both speak and work. He not only authenticates Thomas, he manages his labor. Touch e, Whitehead, you contemporary trickster. The satire bites back.
Imagine my surprise months later to discover, while paging through a copy of The Underground Railroad at a local bookstore, that the letter from William Thomas was missing from the stack of first editions placed at the entryway. The absence of the parodic authenticating document could only mean one thing: that the letter was not a parody but the real thing. Thomas had in fact wept, gasped, cringed and clenched his gut, and Thomas sincerely meant to encourage readers to do the same. The authenticating document really was meant to authenticate the novel. Readers: be moved; the pathos of this black writer can incite real white emotion.
The truthfulness of Thomas's letter indicates that Whitehead did not pen this document and thus was not deliberately signifying on the slave narrative genre with this introduction, and yet the African American literary legacy makes it impossible to ignore its parallel to nineteenth-century authenticating documents. Whitehead's novel is mired in genre trouble without even trying. History implicates the text in a tradition that has eerie resonance in the twenty-first century. Thomas's false authenticating letter-a letter that is false because it is truepoints to the ambiguities of a novel that is both deeply invested in history and, as Whitehead claims, resolutely not historical. This vexed relationship to the past is at the heart of the text's genre trouble. My experience with Thomas's letter demonstrates how a reader is also complicit in the performance of genre. I assumed the letter was parodic because of my familiarity with Whitehead's work and my knowledge of the slave narrative tradition. I imposed authorial intent where there was none. Yet my mistaken assumption led to a meaningful conclusion about the historical relationship between black writers and white editors. What, then, is real in a novel premised on historical realities? What can be real in a text in which performance is so central to its rendition of the past?
Morrison composed Beloved as a supplement to historical texts. Comparing her work to that of nineteenth-century authors of slave narratives, she writes: "For me-a writer in the last quarter of the twentieth century, not much more than a hundred years after Emancipation, a writer who is black and a woman-the exercise is very different. My job becomes how to rip that veil drawn over 'proceedings too terrible to relate'" ("Site" 2293). Beloved speaks the unspeakable, what could not be named and described by nineteenth-century black writers. In reconciling history with imagination, she explains, "the crucial distinction for me is not the difference between fact and fiction, but the distinction between fact and truth. Because facts can exist without human intelligence, but truth cannot" (2294). Morrison suggests that in Beloved she is not writing fiction but truth. Historical facts become incidental to a grander project of establishing the accuracy of how violence and institutionalized dehumanization impact the human psyche and one's ability to relate to others.
Despite the many differences between Whitehead's latest novel and Morrison's ghost story, the two writers share a remarkably similar approach to history. In an interview with Pamela Paul focused on The Underground Railroad, Whitehead explained his hope to "stick to the truth and not the facts" ("Book"). Like Morrison, he aspires to a truth unencumbered by the details of actual events (Morrison deliberately avoided knowing any more than the barest outline of the historical Margaret Garner whose infanticide inspired Beloved [Morrison, "In" 248]). For Morrison, truth is found in mining the mental and emotional traumas of the formerly enslaved. Whitehead is clearly less interested in such probing internal workings, so what then is the truth offered in The Underground Railroad? While Thomas's letter certainly offers a truth about long-standing dynamics between white editors and black writers, this is not a truth Whitehead orchestrated. Instead, we must consider the psychological and historical truths deliberately exposed in the text or, to return to Sald ıvar, the critical realism made possible through fantasy. However, understanding these truths demonstrates the ways in which Whitehead ultimately betrays his own psychological conceptions.
Whitehead identifies Beloved as one of the key texts he reviewed before writing The Underground Railroad. However, perhaps equally important as this nod to one of the most influential books in the American literary canon is that he also confessed to only getting forty pages through the novel before casting it aside. 5 The brutal realism of Beloved's first chapter in which Sethe describes to Paul D how schoolteacher's nephews stole her baby's milk resonates with the stark cruelty narrated in the opening chapters of The Underground Railroad. Soon after, however, Whitehead's novel takes a spectacular turn toward the fantastic with Cora's escape on an actual underground railroad. Whitehead's dalliance with plantation realism slightly exceeds the forty pages he claims to have managed of Beloved. After his first two chapters, which like many contemporary narratives of slavery are rife with historical details and horrific displays of physical and emotional violence, he seems to have grown impatient with its limitations, turning instead to other modes of storytelling.
At the end of the book's first chapter, Ajarry, Cora's grandmother, reflects, "To escape the boundary of the plantation was to escape the fundamental principles of your existence: impossible" (Whitehead, Underground 8). Having effectively tried on the neo-slave narrative genre like a drag performance, Whitehead finds there is only one ending: suffering. How do writers escape from this historical reality or, at least, find something new? How do they trouble a literary expectation grounded in the truth of slavery's brutality? Whitehead's 2009 essay is again instructive even as its tone remains light: "If it's for kids, it's a fairy tale. If it's for grown-ups, it's magic realism! Whether you're 8 or 80, everybody loves magic. This is the perfect genre for writers who may be tempted to throw out manuscript pages when they get stuck-with magic realism, you can just conjure up a flaming tornado and whisk troublesome characters away" ("What"). As noted earlier, Whitehead understands his literal underground railroad to be a kind of magic realism, and it certainly offers a convenient if artful way out of the horrors of contemporary narratives of slavery. Here, fantasy is not used to elucidate history, as Sald ıvar proposes, but instead demonstrates what Jacqueline Rose describes as fantasy's "fierce blockading protectiveness," which erects "walls up all around our inner and outer, psychic and historical, selves" (4). Stuck on suffering, Whitehead opts for his fantastical and historically irresponsible literalization of the Underground Railroad.
Once Cora and Caesar board their first subterranean train, the novel changes dramatically. The train transports them to other states in the South, each a terrifying portrait of racist violence. South Carolina, where former slaves become the property of the US government, seems benign with its paid work and free education, but Cora and others are secretly part of medical studies that seek the sterilization and ultimately the eradication of black bodies. North Carolina effectively outlaws slavery by outlawing or, more specifically, exterminating African Americans.
These portraits are not wild flights of fancy, such as the railroad with its motley conductors. Instead, they reflect actual historical conditions and events. In South Carolina, Cora discovers that many of her male coworkers "were participants in a study of the latent and tertiary stages of syphilis," although they "believed they were being treated for blood ailments" (Whitehead, Underground 121). The program is an obvious reference to the forty-year-long Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male that began in 1932 and withheld treatment from nearly four hundred black men who believed they were being treated for "bad blood." Students of African American history will easily spot the allusion while other curious readers who may recall a vague connection between syphilis and black men might search for those keywords online and learn about the appalling study. Others may simply appreciate the turns of Whitehead's bold imagination. If he can transform the Underground Railroad into a secret system of trains and stations complete with tasteful brass fixtures or terrifying hand straps, might he not imagine a dystopian South Carolina where black women are sterilized and black men are treated like guinea pigs? Less historically informed readers might think that these outrages must be the stuff of fiction, for surely the United States could not have sanctioned such injustices-slavery, sure, but eugenics or lynchings accompanied with picnics and a live band? By merging the fantastic with the historical, Whitehead threatens to make history a curious fiction rather than the foundation of our present racial turmoil. This is speculative realism that makes historical realism speculative. Sald ıvar's contemporary aesthetic mode assumes that readers can discern fantasy from fact, but when our current president extols Frederick Douglass for the "amazing job" he has done (Merica) , there may be real danger in such ahistorical historicity. The problem here is that while Sald ıvar implies that "daydream, delusion and denial" are distinct from "the manifold surface features of history" ("Historical" 594), in Whitehead's uneven use of fantasy, such depictions can easily become conflated. Again, it is helpful to compare the kind of fantasy at work in Beloved with that of Whitehead. The contained logic of Morrison's ghost baby elucidates Sethe's suffering and the traumas of history in multiple ways. This metaphor signifies on rather than selectively curates the consequences of history. Without such a controlled conceit, The Underground Railroad muddies the critical realism that might elucidate the workings of white supremacy.
Of course, the book is not history, and Whitehead cannot be held responsible for American ignorance. The Underground Railroad is a novel, and Whitehead's job is not to educate the masses about the Tuskegee Syphilis Study or the North Carolina Black Code or the refuge of Lyles Station in Indiana, even as he references all these elements of African American history. For a discerning reader, Cora's escape to an attic crawlspace will resonate with Harriet Jacobs's seven-year stay in her grandmother's garret, just as for a reader familiar with slave narratives, William Thomas's letter will read as a satire of white authentication of black stories. The letter proves that Whitehead is caught in a history that exceeds his own imagination. The power of such "discursively constituted identities" (J. Butler 6) as race is not Whitehead's responsibility, but by confusing history with fantasy, he is complicit in fictionalizing racialized violence. While genre certainly is performative, Whitehead attempts in The Underground Railroad to perform history.
The folly of what might be understood as a clever literary strategy is that it sacrifices historical and psychological truths for the simplistic desires of readers eager for a tidy resolution to the kind of suffering that endures rather than ends.
Performing and Escaping History
The Underground Railroad is acutely aware that history often operates as a performance, constructed by those with the power to tell or compose a story. However, while this postmodern insight lends itself to provocative scenes, it does not absolve Whitehead from producing a historical performance with disturbing consequences. While in South Carolina, Cora works at the Museum of Natural Wonders, where she is part of the Living History exhibits. Her boss, the curator Mr. Field, explains the purpose of the museum:
In this one, the focus was on American history-for a young nation, there was so much to educate the public about. The untamed flora and fauna of the North American continent, the minerals and other splendors of the world beneath their feet. Some people never left the countries where they were born, he said. Like a railroad, the museum permitted them to see the rest of the country beyond their small experience, from Florida to Maine to the western frontier. And to see its people. (109) Mr. Field's evocation of the railroad makes it, like the museum, a tool of education. The metaphor draws attention to Whitehead's literalization of the Underground Railroad as it underscores the pedagogical possibilities of his plot device. To visit the museum is to learn about North America, just as to ride the railroad or read his book is to understand the diversity of the country.
The museum, like both a train and a novel such as this one, expands one's purview and makes history into a spectacle to be observed. The exhibits at the museum parallel the various landscapes afforded by a train car window, keeping viewers at a remove from what they see. This presumed detachment isolates individuals from history, as if they lack any responsibility or connection to the scenes that unfold. Although the Museum of Natural Wonders is presented as an institution rife with historical fallacies, the distance it affords its patrons is also evident in Whitehead's text. Readers remain removed from the brutalities of this world in part because it is never quite clear what is meant to be historical and what is meant to be imaginative.
Ironically, this very detachment is one reason why Cora quickly realizes that her role in the Living History exhibits is not to communicate an accurate representation of the past. Rather, she is tasked with acting out prescribed notions of Africa, the Middle Passage, and slave life. In the room "Scenes from Darkest Africa," Cora bends over a cooking fire below a thatch hut. "Life on The Slave Ship" has her dressed "like a street rascal" and tending to various tasks like "a kind of apprentice." In "Typical Day on the Plantation," Cora sits at a spinning wheel and flings imaginary feed to stuffed chickens. The pleasant scene hardly reflects the brutal life she fled in Georgia:
She had numerous suspicions about the accuracy of the African and ship scenes but was an authority in this room. She shared her critique. Mr. Fields did concede that spinning wheels were not often used outdoors, at the foot of a slave's cabin, but countered that while authenticity was their watchword, the dimensions of the room forced certain concessions. Would that he could fit an entire field of cotton in the display and had the budget for a dozen actors to work it. (110) Mr. Field admits that despite his desire for authenticity, the limitations of the museum prevent him from staging a truly accurate representation. Although Cora is more concerned with the lack of violence depicted in the plantation scenes, his objection has merit. No museum can replicate the conditions, much less the experience, of slavery. This is a problem of form as much as it is about the nature of the portrait he presents. Mr. Field's response is a reminder that every rendition of history, no matter its commitment to accuracy, will be inadequate. Likewise, no novel of slavery can capture the reality of bondage. This realization does not absolve those who make the attempt, however, but instead affirms that accuracy does indeed matter.
For Cora, the issue is about telling stories that no inquisitive museum-goer wants to know:
No slave had ever keeled over dead at a spinning wheel or been butchered over a tangle. But nobody wanted to speak on the true disposition of the world. And no one wanted to hear it. Certainly not the white monsters on the other side of the L i exhibit at that very moment, pushing their greasy snouts against the window, sneering and hooting. Truth was a changing display in a shop window, manipulated by hands when you weren't looking, alluring and ever out of reach. (110) Cora's reflections suggest that the failures of history evident in the museum exhibits are also a problem of author and audience: "[N]obody wanted to speak on the true disposition of the world. And no one wanted to hear it." Scenes of rape and torture will not bring school children in for an afternoon field trip. Cora's insight exposes Mr. Field's manipulations and failure to tell the truth. She has lived and known a far more disturbing experience, and as readers of her story, we are positioned to share her outrage. Mr. Field is a liar, more interested in selling tickets and confirming national mythologies than in depicting the reality of slavery and its motives. The novel establishes Cora as the truth-teller and Mr. Field as the avaricious purveyor of quaint lies. However, if the novel possesses any truth, it is Whitehead who is changing the display, manipulating the scene with invisible hands. What, then, is elided or ignored in his textual version of "Living History"? Cora's words have profound implications: "[N]obody wanted to speak on the true disposition of the world. And no one wanted to hear it" (110). To accept this observation is to recognize that Whitehead-and Cora-may not want to tell us the truth. At this point in the narrative, all her stories are awful and speak to a "true disposition" that reflects only physical pain and endless sorrow. The fate of Big Anthony, a runaway slave returned to the Randall plantation, who is whipped and roasted while city visitors enjoy turtle soup and mutton, attests to the kind of story neatly eclipsed from Mr. Field's rendition of slavery. This is not simply a matter of the curator's problem of form and the technical difficulties of staging such torture but rather who wants to tell these stories and who wants to hear them. Of course, the obvious answer is Whitehead. Is he not speaking the true disposition of the world when he describes how Big Anthony's body was doused in oil, how the visitors from Savannah and Atlanta "were spared his screams, as his manhood had been cut off on the first day, stuffed in his mouth, and sewn in" (47)? Asked if the most horrific scenes in the novel were based on real accounts, Whitehead explains to Boris Kachka that, yes, "You want to set an example, and so yes, you would burn people alive, yes, you would cut off their feet and their hands" ("In"). If this is the true disposition of the world, it ends only one way: in desperate, unmitigated suffering. If no one wants to hear or tell this story, what is an author to do? Whitehead may "set an example" in the scene depicting Big Anthony's death, but he sets a pattern with each chapter that ends with Cora aboard another underground train headed to some new version of the South. Although he mines an important truth in noting that no one wants to speak or hear the horrors of slavery, he then runs from this very insight. For Whitehead, it is better, then, to portray truth as "a changing display in a window shop" (Underground 110) where he gets to act as the artful designer.
The Limits of Whitehead's Realism
Whitehead does not give us a novel filled only with torture and agony. Instead, following the first two chapters, a number of significant shifts occur that move the narrative into uncharted territory. For clarity, it is helpful to know that Whitehead structures his novel through alternating chapters that toggle between short descriptions of individual characters and longer sections named after geographic locations. Although Cora is introduced in chapter one, the second chapter, "Georgia," is devoted to describing her life and character. As the longest chapter in the book, it establishes an especially realized world in which characters develop across time. Cora suffers the departure of her mother, and the plantation becomes a more dangerous and unpredictable place following the unexpected death of James Randall. Unlike the other location chapters ("South Carolina," "North Carolina," "Tennessee," "Indiana," and "The North"), which transpire in weeks if not days, "Georgia" depicts scenes that unfold over years: from Cora's gang rape by a group of fellow slaves to her attempt to protect the young slave boy, Chester, at one of Jockey's birthday celebrations to her escape with Caesar and Lovey. This perspective lends continuity and depth to Cora as we come to understand her refusal to dance at festivities and her relationship to the plantation's most vulnerable slaves.
In "Georgia," Whitehead fashions a world that is notably bleak. Although Cora finds some degree of community among the Hob women, the most broken and abused slaves on the plantation, there is little joy and even less reason to trust others. In Whitehead's vision of slave life, no kinship is forged in the crucible of suffering. The relationship between Cora's mother, Mabel, and another slave, Ava, approximately her same age, exemplifies the hostility and wariness that defines life among the slaves:
They were treated to the same Randall hospitality, the travesties so routine and familiar that they were a kind of weather, and the ones so imaginative in their monstrousness that the mind refused to accommodate them. Sometimes such an experience bound one person to another; just as often the shame of one's powerlessness made all witnesses into enemies. Ava and Mabel did not get along. (15) Ava orchestrates Cora's move to Hob and sows discontent concerning a small plot of land Cora inherited from her grandmother. When an imposing new slave named Blake builds a doghouse on her plot, no one stands up for Cora, even when she reminds a few others of debts owed to her mother. All those who might have been friends rebuff her. Alone, she smashes the doghouse, thereby incurring a reputation for violence and recklessness. Friends of Blake keep a close eye on her. They embellish their stories of her as she enters puberty: "Once Cora's chest started to sprout, Edward, the most wicked of Blake's gang, bragged of how Cora flapped her dress at him while she made lascivious suggestions and threatened to L i scalp him when he refused her" (20). The reference to Cora's sprouting chest reminds readers that the brave girl who stood up to Blake is no more than a child, confronting enemies whose power she cannot yet fathom. In Whitehead's world, there is no protection for a child, and the slaves can be as vicious as the masters. While intraracial violence was surely constitutive of slave life, Whitehead's description of these events denies what Keizer identifies as a fundamental feature of contemporary narratives of slavery: a "focus on the interiority of the slaves' experiences" (11). Blake and Ava remain ciphers, hastily sketched characters who inflict violence on Cora for no clear reason but their own subjugation. While I do not deny this as a motive, Whitehead's failure to explore the humanity of such characters falls short of more probing novels, such as David Bradley's The Chaneysville Incident (1981) or Edward P. Jones's The Known World (2003), which take seriously the causes and consequences of black cruelty toward others.
The true recompense for Cora's audacity with the doghouse comes shortly after: "Not long after it became known that Cora's womanhood had come into flower, Edward, Pot, and two hands from the southern half dragged her behind the smokehouse. If anyone heard or saw, they did not intervene. The Hob women sewed her up" (Whitehead, Underground 21) . This is a story so hard to tell that Whitehead discloses it in a handful of pithy sentences: Cora is gang raped by four men, and no one tried to protect her. Perhaps more unsettling is the fact that Cora is raped by slaves rather than by slaveowners. It is a surprising turn, especially since the sexual violation of black women was the engine of slavery following the end of the Atlantic slave trade in 1807. Asked why the rape is perpetuated by black men rather than white masters, Whitehead has responded that people subjected to brutality act in brutal ways (Personal). He expanded on this idea in his conversation with Kachka: I wanted to be realistic to my notion of psychology. We know a lot about PTSD. Well, these are people who experience trauma every day of their lives; how does that manifest itself? How could I make a realistic backdrop for Cora? In my experience, if you get 100 people in a room, 10 percent are really great, 10 percent are terrible, and the rest are mediocre. But if you go to a plantation where 100 percent have been tortured and abused, they're not on their best behavior. Everyone's out for themselves, fighting for a little piece of land, for an extra bite of food in the morning. In some portrayals of plantation life, there are some sellouts, but most people are sticking together. That just didn't seem true to my understanding of human nature. I was being true to my idea of a traumatized populace under siege. ("In") Cora's gang rape thus imparts a kind of psychological realism that one can surmise is constitutive of Whitehead's understanding of "the true disposition of the world" (Underground 110). Slavery was horrific and muddled an easy distinction between evil masters and innocent slaves. Violence does not just traumatize victims; it can instigate new perpetrators. Who wants to tell that story? Who wants to hear it?
Certainly not Whitehead. To honor that bleak perspective on humanity would require that he show us how Cora passes on her abuse to others. Who will she rape, beat, and betray? 6 However, Cora is not one of the many "out for themselves." She proves to be one of the people "sticking together," the very type that Whitehead identifies as not "true to my understanding of human nature." Despite Cora's repeated heroics and care for others, there is evidence that Whitehead has tried to tell a harder story, one more true to his "idea of a traumatized populace under siege" (Whitehead, "In") . For the sixty pages of "Georgia," he tells a story of relentless brutality. Solidarity and the protection of others only leads to pain. Cora is whipped for trying to shield a boy from a brutal attack. The boy never speaks to her again. Yet from this site of seeming unending suffering emerges Caesar, who invites Cora to escape with him. Initially, Caesar tells Cora that he wants her to join him for "good luck" (Whitehead, Underground 26) since only her mother is reputed to have successfully escaped to the North. However, after watching her try to save Chester, he decides that she "wasn't a rabbit's foot to carry with you on the voyage but the locomotive itself. He couldn't do it without her" (234). Caesar's comparison of Cora to a locomotive is essential, as it ties her to the primary conceit of the text. Whitehead's literalization of the Underground Railroad is pure fantasy, a radical departure from the stark realism that characterizes the "Georgia" chapter.
Given the Hobbesian state described on the Randall plantation and Whitehead's understanding of a "traumatized population under siege" ("In"), we must also understand the essence of Cora's character as an indulgence of fantasy. However, rather than reach toward the critical realism of Sald ıvar's speculative turn, this form of fantasy smacks of narrative convenience: a moral protagonist who easily reflects the simplistic outrage of a contemporary audience. Whitehead carefully details how no one helped Cora when she was in need. Yet when she sees the one drop of wine that stains Terrance's cuff, precipitating his attack on Chester, Cora transforms:
One drop. A feeling settled over Cora. She had not been under its spell in years, since she brought the hatchet down on Blake's doghouse and sent the splinters into the air. She had seen men hung from trees and left for buzzards and crows. Women carved open to the bones with the cat-o'-nine tails. Bodies alive and dead roasted on pyres. Feet cut off to prevent escape and hands cut off to stop theft. She had seen boys and girls younger than this beaten and had done nothing. This night the feeling settled on her heart again. It grabbed hold and before the slave part of her caught up with the human part of her, she was bent over the boy's body as a shield. (Whitehead, Later on, Cora's attempt to protect Chester from Terrance's wrath is described as "obvious madness" (36), an "incomprehensible action" (37), and, indeed, the action is inexplicable. While slaves might challenge other slaves with some hope of L i satisfaction, to counter a master is hopeless. The sheer illogic of Cora's act is captured by the vague use of the word "feeling." Twice in this passage, the "feeling" is described as "settling" on her, but no precise description is provided. Is this rage? Or something so beyond our recognition that Whitehead cannot even find the language to portray it? Cora's action is perplexing, and Whitehead's prose does little to elucidate her decision. It is also important to note that the image of Chester helpless beneath his master's cane is not what propels Cora to action. Rather, she fixates first on the one drop of wine, symbolic of the triviality of the boy's error, and then segues into all the worst images of torture she has ever witnessed. The effect of this shift and the harrowing images that follow is to suggest that Chester, the boy who spilled the wine, is somewhat incidental to Cora's decision. What then moves her?
Cora's dramatic and unsurprisingly futile gesture is difficult if not impossible to understand. Why does Cora defend Chester? No one has ever done that for her. Even her mother left. Such abandonment is consistent with Whitehead's understanding of human psychology: "Everyone's out for themselves" ("In"). Cora gains nothing by protecting Chester. In fact, she must know that she will be severely punished for her decision. As she watches Terrence beat Chester, she likens the feeling that arises in her to the feeling that inspired her to smash Blake's doghouse. That action led to her gang rape, and this one leads to a debilitating beating. Cora's action is not merely inexplicable; it is fantastical and, within Whitehead's worldview, as mysterious as his underground railroad. If fantasies are, as Freud theorized, "protective fictions" (qtd. in Rose 5) , then Cora's essential goodness is the fiction protecting readers from Whitehead's bleak understanding of human nature.
Cora gains nothing but pain and sorrow from her attempt to protect Chester. Caesar had already invited her to join him, and at the end of "Georgia," they board a subterranean train. They arrive to the bewildering sight of a South Carolina skyscraper. The "true disposition of the world" (Whitehead, Underground 110) does not include hidden platforms and conveniently placed vehicles, and in fact it rarely ended in freedom. Even as the conclusion of the first chapter of the book ("[t] o escape the boundary of the plantation was to escape the fundamental principles of your existence: impossible" [8]) affirms the impossible circumstances of historical reality, "Georgia" indulges in all manner of impossibilities: the impossibility of a mid-nineteenth-century skyscraper, the impossibility of an actual underground railroad, and, most importantly, the impossibility of escape.
In a review of Whitehead's novel, The New Yorker's Kathryn Schulz reminds us that despite the righteous mythology of the Underground Railroad, it did little to free slaves: "Most runaways did not head north, and most slaves who sought their liberty did not run away." Mexico, the Caribbean, and various Maroon communities in the South were more realistic destinations for runaways. Yet the Underground Railroad lingers in our national imagination because it offers what history cannot: hope, salvation, the promise of black/white partnership, the dream of freedom. The status of the Underground Railroad in American mythology amounts to what Lauren Berlant describes as a form of "national fantasy" that instantiates a glorified vision of the country at the expense of historical accuracy. Rather than question this national fantasy, Whitehead feeds its narrative of brave runaways and resourceful abolitionists. For the vast majority of slaves, the "true disposition of the world" did not involve the Underground Railroad, much less one that involves train tracks and a series of eccentric conductors.
The true stories are the impossible ones, the ones, such as Ajarry's, that end in death and unrelieved sorrow. After the cruelties of "Georgia," Whitehead seems to have had enough with the "true disposition of the world," which is to say with a traditional form of realism. It is too wearying, perhaps even too limiting, for a writer best defined by his visionary fictional worlds. So he gives us a version of the past that, like Mr. Field's museum, is a series of fascinating, educational scenes that are ultimately manufactured performances. Who wants to "speak on the true disposition of the world" (Whitehead, Underground 110)? Whitehead certainly tried and then surrendered to speculative meditations on the possible manifestations of white supremacy and a protagonist whose goodness defies his own understanding of human psychology. This is not an example of Sald ıvar's critical realism but rather a refusal to confront the ravages of history. Where Morrison stages a confrontation between Sethe and her past in Beloved, Whitehead presents us with chapterby-chapter deferrals of Cora's bondage and the trauma it has inflicted. 7 Genre trouble pervades the novel, but rather than call attention to the conventions of literary types, The Underground Railroad shifts form to escape its own truths.
Cora's illogical morality and her escape again link the novel to the slave narrative genre. After all, only escaped slaves could publish their harrowing tales, and, thus, by definition, writers such as Frederick Douglass, Harriet Jacobs, and others were exceptional. They were among the few who got away, some using the routes and safehouses of the real Underground Railroad. Like nineteenthcentury slave narratives, Whitehead's novel depends on a representative and relatable protagonist, a character that audiences easily admire and with whom they can identify. Cora protects Chester because readers are not like her fellow slaves, not inured to casual violence, and, for us, the beating of a boy is an outrage. Just as slave narrators sought to present themselves as models of American virtue in order to win the trust and, hopefully, the hearts of their readers, Whitehead depicts Cora with the ethical sensibility of her audience. The result is not psychologically true as Whitehead understands human nature, but it is necessary to the text's performance and true to its generic legacy.
Whitehead's "Southern Novel of Black Misery"
Whitehead has repeatedly explained that the central idea for The Underground Railroad developed years ago, but he long resisted writing a novel about slavery.
L i
In his conversation with Kachka, he explained, "I didn't want to do what I'm supposed to do as a black writer or as a young writer" ("In"). He waited until his fourth novel to delve into his own childhood experiences, material that often appears in a writer's first book, and has produced an oeuvre that is markedly diverse. From the understated jokes of Apex Hides the Hurt (2006) to the gruesome spectacle of Zone One, every one of his books has been a surprise departure from its predecessor. The Underground Railroad is perhaps the most conventional of his novels because it involves a setting and historical experience that has inspired many African American novelists.
In "What to Write Next," Whitehead satirizes such novels. Having just published his fifth book, Whitehead considers the literary options before him and with unapologetic irony outlines thirteen possible directions. Easily the most damning of his descriptions is that of the "Southern Novel of Black Misery": Africans in America, cut your teeth on this literary staple. Slip on your sepia-tinted goggles and investigate the legacy of slavery that still reverberates to this day, the legacy of Reconstruction that still reverberates to this day, and crackers. Invent nutty transliterations of what you think slaves talked like. But hurry up-the hounds are a-gittin' closer! In The Underground Railroad, Whitehead fulfills all of these expectations with the exception of inventing "nutty transliterations of what you think slaves talked like." Misery unites all his dystopic southern states, and the fantastic or anachronistic elements of his novel only heighten the parallels between past and current forms of injustice. With The Underground Railroad, Whitehead has fulfilled his own satire. Despite the text's innovative elements, it ultimately adheres to the very protocols that he lampoons.
Yet it bears mentioning that with this novel, Whitehead at last broke through to popular and literary stardom. Although he received a MacArthur Fellowship or "Genius Grant" in 2002, his novels were consistently named as finalists for, not winners of, the top book prizes; The Intuitionist was a finalist for the PEN/ Hemingway Award, John Henry Days (2001) was short-listed for the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Critics Circle Award, Sag Harbor was a finalist for the PEN/Faulkner Award and the Hurston/Wright Legacy Award, and Zone One was a finalist for the Hurston/Wright Legacy Award. Whitehead might have been remembered as an eccentric African American writer who never quite lived up to his own promise. Instead, the success of The Underground Railroad, which received two top fiction awards and was chosen for Oprah's Book Club, has cemented Whitehead's literary status. While I am not suggesting that Whitehead turned to slavery to bolster his reputation, the book's success reflects certain publishing realities. As Thomas's letter both affirms and anticipates, black artists are celebrated for bringing familiar stories of black suffering to mainstream audiences. They are rewarded for fulfilling the protocols of genre or at least racialized literary expectations. Great black writers write great books about slavery, be they slave narratives, contemporary narratives of slavery, or the peculiar concoction that is The Underground Railroad. Whitehead seems to find no trouble in that.
Two years before the publication of The Underground Railroad, Steve McQueen's 12 Years a Slave won the Academy Award for Best Picture, the first time a black-produced and black-directed film was so honored. Despite this significant achievement, critics questioned whether the film's success was premised on its depiction of black bodies in all too familiar positions of oppression and abjection. A similar charge might be levied against The Underground Railroad, which, despite all its creative energy, returns us to repeated scenes of black suffering. Yet, like 12 Years a Slave, like every slave narrative in the African American literary canon, The Underground Railroad ends well: Cora miraculously escapes the clutches of Ridgeway. Alone, injured, and uncertain of her direction, she at last emerges from the tunnel in Indiana to the North, where she hails a ride from a wagon headed west. Like Solomon Northup in 12 Years a Slave, Cora, although exhausted and traumatized, concludes her story free, or as free as a black woman or man in nineteenth-century America could be. It is impossible to disentangle the critical success of McQueen's movie and Whitehead's novel from the happy endings they proffer. Like the immensely popular slave narratives of the nineteenth century, these contemporary texts couple astounding violence with the comforting outcome of the hero's journey. Cora's and Northup's freedom, however limited, offers audiences redemptive conclusions that flaunt the realities of antebellum slave life. Their escapes do not reflect the true disposition of the world; they instead reflect the appetites of their audiences. Who wants to hear stories of unrelieved suffering? Whitehead certainly provides readers with suffering, but his literal underground railroad offers both an escape from misery and an escape from history. Tradition (1987) but has since evolved into multiple designations, including Ashraf Rushdy's "neo-slave narratives," defined as "contemporary novels that assume the form, adopt the conventions, and take on the first-person voice of the antebellum slave narrative" (3), and Angelyn Mitchell's "liberatory narratives," which identify female-authored texts about slavery that "engender a liberatory effect on the reader" (6) . Keizer distinguishes among three major categories in her understanding of "contemporary narratives of slavery" and emphasizes in particular "the diasporic reach of this literary form" (4). 2. In a conversation with Jeffrey Brown at the BookExpo America in Chicago in 2016, Whitehead stated, "I think the magic realism dial is, like, set on one, as opposed to 10" ("Imagining").
